Glory Global Solutions is a World Expert in cash management, delivering technology and solutions that provide security, productivity and innovation to our customers. These solutions are supported by the technical expertise of GLORY Group of Japan, the pioneer in development and manufacture of money handling machines across the financial, retail, vending machine, amusement and gaming industries for nearly 100 years.

Across the world, Glory Global Solutions is trusted by thousands of organisations to ensure their cash is managed securely and efficiently whilst delivering the ultimate in productivity. 2,500 professionals, including over 1,300 service and support staff and 350 business partners cover over 128 countries delivering these solutions – wherever money moves.
CI-10 – Technical Information

**CI-100**

The CI-100 cash recycling system consists of a banknote recycler (CI-100B) and a coin recycler (CI-100C), offering improved security and reduced cash handling time in retail applications; during day-open, shift change and day-close operations. CI-100 offers the cashier a quick and easy solution for handling cash in the back office of a retail environment, allowing managers more time to focus on their core business. If the compact cash recycling system CI-10 is added, the CI-10 and CI-100 offer a secure closed cash management solution. In addition, the CI-100 accepts not only the interface cassette of the CI-10 but also loose notes from the manual cash drawer. This unique function provides retailers flexibility and extensibility.

*Data interface port: LAN*

---

**Secure closed cash management with the CI-10**

The interface cassette of the CI-10 enables secure closed cash management with CI-100.

---

**Two ways to deposit/dispense banknotes**

The CI-100 accepts not only the interface cassette of the CI-10 but also loose notes from the manual cash drawer.

---

**Direct coin dispense into manual cash drawer**

Offers the cashier easy and fast operation when preparing change fund.

---

**Easy operation with touch panel display**

User friendly and simple interface on touch panel display allows cashier/manager to operate the system easily.

---

**CI-SERVER, cash management software**

The CI-SERVER, which can be operated via a web browser, offers centralised cash management.

---

**Specifications are subject to change without notice.**

*Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct equipment usage.*